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Introduction
Hi my name is Rick Shepherd. I’m a member of the ASCA Board,
and it’s always a pleasurable experience to be able to introduce
speakers that I haven’t heard before, speakers that particularly
address topics that I’m really interested in. The topic this afternoon
for our speaker is “a staff of one that equals a thousand” or something
very similar to that. So many of us coach in situations where we
have to do a lot without the resources we would like to have. And the
challenge of doing that and presenting the best program in camp for
our kids is always explain more. Coach Dana Abbott has introduced
star, which I just heard for the first time. The coach with Katy High
School for 25 years, after which he retired and became bored—I
think that was the word to use—and decided to get back into it. But
since connecting with the high school coach, he’s now on his 23rd
year where he is currently coaching. Previous to that he had been an
assistant for Eddie Reese first two years at Texas, and he’s originally
from Florida. My pleasure to introduce to you Dana Abbott.

Talk Starts
Thanks Rick, I appreciate it: thank you. The title, like I selected,
is a little ambitious, One-Person Coaching Staff of Thousands,
but I probably coached a couple-of-thousand kids over the years,
like many of you who are just adding to the numbers of kids
you’ve worked with. Every one of them has helped out in one
way or another, so that’s where I came up with that number.
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A One-Person Coaching Staff of Thousands
At the time that we were talking
about having presentations in the
high school track, I thought the
concept of the title was very good,
because so many of us—as Rick
said—start off as a one-person
staff and we face a lot of challenges
in what we are trying to do with
our programs. A time machine is a
good concept too. It proves to be a
little more challenging to build one,
and when I started thinking about
thousands of people on my staff, it
became a little interesting. But you
have to, when you first get started,
look over your situation, see where
you are; and I think that the title
might have been over-stated.
So, I came up with two
additional titles. One is: OK, you’ve
got the job now what do you do?
My first team at Katy High School,
I was basically—and this maybe
similar to your situation—they
basically say “congratulations, here
is the keys to the pool, have a good
year,” and that’s a little daunting.
I thought about it a little bit more,
explored what it actually meant,
and I thought one of my friend’s
suggestion was actually a very
good one and that was: All I really
want to do is coach, I don’t want to
do all that other stuff. So you are
probably pretty good at coaching
swimming, at least I think you
probably want to be, but there is
a lot of other stuff you don’t want
to do. You probably are capable to
handling the wet side, the actual
on-deck coaching, but there is—as
you’ve discovered probably—there
is a lot more stuff that goes with
that job than just being the ondeck coach. When you have a large
staff at your own facility, it’s a
lot easier to delegate tasks and
responsibilities. But when you
are all by yourself, trying to run
your facility can sometimes be
so daunting that you don’t even
know how you have time to coach.

I mean you get something
going at the expense of keeping
something else going, and so we
have to try and figure out ways to
keep that from driving us crazy,
because it really can. You’ve got to
figure out what you do best and
then keep doing those things. And
the things that you don’t do good,
you’ve got to find people that can
do them for you. So the task then
is: how do you find those people
that can help you do the things that
you either don’t have the time to
do or you don’t have the skills to
do. Or, probably more realistically:
the things you don’t want to do.

So, thinking all those things
over, and how my 25 years at Katy
High School progressed and how
things developed, I began to see
patterns. And I thought, if we
could share some of those things,
it might resonate with you or
maybe give you some ideas on how
to solve some of the problems, if
you are the only person there.
Do you remember your first
job, I mean when you first walked
in? Was it scary when you found
out that there was a lot of other
stuff to do besides the on-deck
coaching? Did you feel like the
Lone Ranger? You know, ‘How am
I gonna do all this?’ ‘You know,
I can barely handle kids and the
on-deck coaching and all this other
stuff. What do you mean budgets?
What do you mean inventories?
Locker combinations?’ There are
so many different things that you
have to do that you don’t think of
when you are an on-deck coach.
Over the years, one of my good
friends, Lanny Landtroop, has
said: the main thing is to keep
the main thing the main thing.
You’ve got to stay focused on
what you’re doing, on what you
do best. You get distracted with
all these other things. There was
a TV variety show years ago, and
I remember one of the acts that
came up. This guy had some sticks
and platforms, and he got these
china plates and he started one
spinning—you ever seen that?
Then he got another one spinning,
and he worked his way down the
line; and he had seven arrays of
these plates, all spinning at the
same time. But this one back here
started slowing down and stated
wobbling, and he’d have to run back
here and he’s spent you know… the
whole act was running back and
keeping these plates spinning up
to speed. You ever feel like that?

When you first get started, it’s
helpful to separate your needs
from your wants. What are the
things you absolutely need to do,
or the things you would really
like to add? You know, sometimes
those wants have to pushed aside,
because you’ve got to take care
of the things you need to do. I
was talking with Lanny about
this a couple of months ago, and
he said probably the thing you
need—your number one need—is
not coaching knowledge. It’s not
the things we think of. He says the
number one need is organization:
you’ve got to be organized.
Now when we hear that word
organization, a lot of time you
think of paperwork. Organizations
are not just paperwork and keeping
the office set-up. Organization,
in Lanny’s words, it’s looking
for a better or a more efficient
way to accomplish what you
need to accomplish. Now, if
you take care of that, you are
taking care of the main thing.
Remember that: the main thing
is to keep the main thing, the
main thing. Don’t get distracted;
take care of what you do.
Let’s start with the assumption
that you are an experienced
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veteran, accomplished coach, and
you know everything there is to
know about coaching—that’s
fantastic, and I’m going to assume
that you all are. But suppose
someone isn’t. Suppose they are
just getting started, and they don’t
know how to be the best coach they
can be. We can deal with that later,
but there are some other things
you have to think about first.
If you are a one person… and
how many of you all by the way,
are a one person staff? Yeah. You
feel like, I think, the phrase we
heard, “like a one-armed paper
hanger in a hurricane,” sometimes
there are so many things you try
to do, you go nuts trying to do all
of that stuff. Your main job is to
do whatever is necessary to get the
athletes to be the best that they
can physically, mentally, socially.
It’s not enough just to get them
as fast in the water as they can
be, although that’s a big part of
the job. These are whole people;
they are not just a little swimming
machine. You’ve got to help them
develop in all these areas.
The wet issues… you know what
dry issues are? Wet and dry: have
you ever heard them refer to as
wet and dry issues? The wet issues
are the stuff that you do basically
around the pool, in the water—that
coaching stuff. The dry issues: most
of the stuff that we really don’t like
doing. So we have to separate those
things. But here are some examples,
and you can probably come up
with some other ones too. The wet
issues will be: the water training,
dryland, strength, flexibility, goal
setting and monitoring those
goals, performance monitoring
and evaluating, race strategy, meet
strategy. If you are coaching high
school, meet strategy is real big,
because I’ve got to decide where
people go. These are things that
are on the wet side. On the dry
4

side—we really don’t like these, but
we have to do them anyway--you’ve
got: budgets, maintaining, taking
care of facilities, practice schedules,
meet schedules, administrative
paperwork, publicity, promotion,
parent communication (probably
one of your favorites), monitoring
the academics of the kids, and
so on. Now these categories
are by no means complete,
and you can probably think of
some others, but they do fall
into those two categories.
Let’s look at that coaching
thing a little bit, the actual swim
coaching. If you are the one coach,
and you have no assistants, you
want to get better. So what do you
do? You go to clinics, alright. At a
clinic—I can’t remember how long
ago it was—but somebody asked my
old mentor, Eddie Reese, ‘What’s
the secret? Is there a secret to doing
all of this?’ And Eddie just said:
“There is no magic bullet.” Simple
answers, simple truth. That’s Eddie:
put it in it’s basic, understandable
form. But he was absolutely right.
Think about it. In every US Senior
National Championships, at every
NCAA Championships, at every
high school state championships,
at every Olympic finals; there are
eight people up on the blocks, and
almost every one of them has been
coached by somebody different.
Yet, here they are, they are all
in the championship finals—so
there are different ways of doing
things. You are gonna do things
different than you, and you are
gonna do thing different than
you and you, and so on. Okay,
so everybody is doing things
differently: you have your way,
I have my way. There is no right
way; there is no “the” way. And we
all know there are no short cuts.
How many of you coaches in
here are former swimmers? I am…
golly, that’s great. Okay, well that’s
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a problem, because you probably
coach like the way you were
coached. If that’s the limit of your
coaching preparation, then you are
probably about half-a-generation
behind. If you are fortunate enough
to swim for a great coach, you
can probably bring your program
from here to here, but you are
doing the same thing that your
coach did 15 or 20 years ago and
if you haven’t stayed up with the
times, you are gonna be behind.
If you are young, you, a lot of
times, tend to think you know
it all. I remember Eddie saying
at one time that when he was a
younger coach, he thought he knew
it all. But the older he got, the
more he realized what he didn’t
know; and so he had to increase
his ability, he had to increase his
knowledge, he had to increase his
skills. So, he still comes to these
clinics, and it’s not always to be
a speaker. Has anyone ever met
Dick Hannula? Do you know who
Dick Hannula is? He is probably
one of the best known high school
coaches in the United States. Dick
freely admits to being 80+ yearsold. He is a NISCA member; he
goes to NCAA finals every year.
And every year at NCAA finals
[the Division I Championships],
you would see him sitting with
us in the NISCA section, staring
at every single race. And he is
not saying ‘gee, that was a good
time’; he is thinking ‘look what
that guy is doing with his stroke,
that’s different’; and he is making
observations and he is critiquing
in his head. He is over 80 years
old and he is still trying to learn.
You go to these swim meets:
they’re the best clinics in the
world, because you are watching
what the best are doing right then.
You never stop learning and you
never should. You walk around this

clinic here, and if you know some
of the icons in our sports—you
know that Eddie Reese is, the Peter
Dalands, Mark Schuberts, Jack
Bauerles; all these big names that
we’ve come to recognize with the
pinnacle of coaching success in
this country—and you listen to
them, they are oftentimes talking
about swimming. They are always
saying: ‘How do you this?’ ‘Why
did they do that?’ ‘I wonder if you
could do that.’ They are always
picking each other’s brains.
Do you find yourself in bull
sessions sometimes after a swim
meet or at a meeting, and you are
not talking about going camping
or fishing, you are talking about
improving your program. You are
trading ideas, you are trying to get
better. They always ask ‘why,’ they
always ask ‘what if,’ they always
wonder how they can get better.
It’s what you should be doing; it’s
what you came here for, right?
Your kids are whole people, you
should be developing the whole
person—not just how fast they
swim. One of my former high
school swimmers started coaching
a few years ago, and that’s how
he approaches coaching: it’s the
whole kid. I hear him say stuff
like this all the time: ‘You know
it’s not just how fast you swim,
it’s are you being civil?’ ‘Are you
treating other people right?’ ‘Are
you putting forth your best effort?’
Not: are you hitting your splits?
He is a good coach already, and
he is gonna be a great coach.
When many of us were younger,
we might have been hesitant to
ask questions for fear that if we
ask questions about swimming,
we might be seen as not knowing
everything that we should
know—that other people will see
us as incomplete. I can remember
going to theses clinics and having

a question in my head, and being
afraid to raise my hand because, if
I asked a question about something
I didn’t know, I was afraid that
other people would have it as
common knowledge and they would
think I was some sort of doofus.
Have you had questions and you
were afraid to ask by raising your
hand? We don’t like to raise our
hands, we don’t like to be put
on the spot; but it’s something
that you ought to do. As soon as
you just start asking questions,
you start getting answers and
you become a better coach.
The great thing about our sport
is that coaches love to share. I
bet you can’t find a single coach
to go up to and ask questions,
who’s not willing to give you more
than you wanted to know. If you
eavesdrop a little bit walking
through this clinic, or around a
swim meet, you are gonna learn
stuff just by listening. Yogi Berra
said: “you can observe a lot just by
watching”; or can learn a lot just
by listening. There are coaches
out there that would be happy
to share lots of stuff with you.
In preparing for this today, the
topic is supposed to be staff. You…
how do you get people to help
you do your job? And so I started
doing some research on coaching
staffs, and, surprisingly, there is
not a lot out there. I googled every
combination of phrases I could
think of on how you get people on
your staff, how you divide the task
and duties and responsibilities on
staff so you can delegate things
to do. There is not a lot out there.
But then I found a book on my
own book shelf—I have no idea
where it came from. It’s one of
the best books on coaching and
sport that I have ever seen, and
it’s not about swimming—which
made me wonder where I got
it—but it’s about wrestling.

They are sort of like us, a little
bit, individual team points. The
book is called the USA Wrestling
Coaching Guide to Excellence.
The author is USA Wrestling. It’s
an effort by a lot of wrestling
coaches. I’m gonna share some
ideas from this book with you,
and I encourage you to add it
to your library, USA Wrestling
Coaching Guide to Excellence.
The first thing I think to
consider in how to get people
to assist you in furthering your
program/the goals of your program,
it’s important to understand
that interpersonal relationships
often comes first--what we refer
to as people skills. Because
without them, you are gonna be
floundering. You’ve got to have
people skills; you’ve got to know
how to develop good personal
relationships. In our business, there
are lot of different people that you
have to develop relationships with.
If you are in a high school…
are there any club coaches in here?
Oh my, okay. So you came here
expecting to hear ‘you are a one
person coaching staff’ at a club—
that’s challenging. I think that
might even be more challenging
than the high school. I’m speaking
from a high school perspective.
This might have some crossover or
carryover that you might be able
to apply to your club situation.
But in high school, let’s start
with the boss: unfortunately, you
are not it. The principal is the
boss; the principal is the boss of
the school. The principal has the
best interest and the welfare of
all the students at stake. You need
to have a relationship with that
principal. The principal can help
you get things done, if you are
having a problem getting things
done. If you show that principal
that you care more about than just
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the swimming program—that you
care about the whole school, the
students, the school district—he or
she is gonna be a lot more inclined
to give you a friendly ear when you
come to them with a problem.
I got a couple of examples I
want to share with you—and I do
have a former swimmer in this
room and I know he can remember
this one. The pool that I started
with at Katy was built in 1955.
The floor was terrazzo throughout
the whole building, including the
dressing rooms. And you know
what terrazzo is? It’s polished
cement and stone. Now, is that a
great surface to have in a dressing
room or what? You step-out of the
shower, and you’re stepping onto
wet terrazzo. We had slips and falls
almost every day. And the kids…
we had asked for stuff to put on
the floor. We had coconut fiber
mats—boy those are a challenge
to keep clean. We had these rubber
runners with the ridges on it.
We had the adhesive, non-skid
stuff, that you see around diving
board steps sometimes. None
of the stuff worked; none of it
worked. We kept complaining.
The kids stopped coming to me
to tell me that ‘I had fallen again,
my leg hurt,’ because they said:
well, nothing is gonna get done,
so we are just not gonna bother
coach about it. Till one day, one
of my swimmers stepped out,
because there is a little threshold
you have step over out the shower,
step over it and slipped like that.
His foot went right-up into the
protruding corner; we had all
sorts of non-safety issues at this
pool—I guess, in 1955, it was a lot
easier to get things built. He went
skidding across; his foot, this part
of his big toe and his first toe went
up, and got cut on a protruding
metal corner of the lockers and

6

just cut him all the way… I mean
you could see the tendons—it
was nasty, absolutely nasty.
So I called my principal, and
I said, “Bill, you know, I’ve been
trying to get this stuff done here.
Maintenance says that what
they’d put in is adequate for us,
here is what happened today.” He
goes, ‘Coach, let me make a couple
of calls.’ This was about 4:00 in
the afternoon, maybe. The next
morning, after morning practice, I
had a crew of maintenance people
show up and say ‘Coach, what
kind of tile do you want in your
dressing room?’ The principal is
the manager of the campus; the
principal can get things done. If
you have a good relationship with
your principal, you are gonna be
alright. Our principal, Mr. Hasket,
was not a forceful, bold, energetic
man; he was rare, some people
will see him as meek. But when
I said this is what is the result
of our Maintenance people not
taking care of things, he says ‘let
me make a couple of phone calls,
this is not gonna happen again.’
We had a pool deck where, if you
are practicing after school—and I
did this for the club and team that
came in after us—if somebody
got hurt, there was no way to call
for help. Because we had a pool
deck which went into the dressing
rooms, which went into the lobby,
which is where the coach’s office
was; but the coach wasn’t there
during club practice. Me, I didn’t
coach club at that place. We needed
a phone. ‘Well, we can’t put a
phone in there, we don’t have a
line available,’ ‘we don’t have an
extension available’; and this is
before cell phones were even used.
So again, I said you know, we just
can’t have this. So I called Mr.
Hasket again, and I said, “Do you
think it’s a safety issue not having
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a phone on the pool deck?” And he
goes, ‘I would have to agree.’ And
I said, “Well, this is what they are
telling me over at Communications,
we don’t have an extension they can
put a phone on the pool deck.” And
he goes, ‘let me make a call for you.’
The next day, by afternoon practice,
there was an installed, working,
wall telephone on that pool deck.
The principal can be your friend.
The athletic director; now if
you are in a single-school district,
one guy is the A.D. for the campus
and the district. And in our school
district, we had 2 schools, then
3, 4, 5; now we’ve got 6 schools.
We’ve got an athletic director
that watches over everything.
They’ve got an awful lot of things
to keep on their mind, they don’t
want to hear problems, but you do
need to stay in touch with them.
They can usually make things
happen for you. They have the
background where, if there is an
athletic problem, they probably
know how to deal with it.
You ought to stay in good
connection with them; good
communications. Share things
that are going on, good and bad, in
your program. And the thing that
they want to hear most about are
potential problems, not potential
successes. Yes, they’d like to win
the state championship, but they’d
probably rather avoid a lawsuit. So
you keep letting them know what’s
going on, possibly good/possibly
bad, they will appreciate that.
Our campus athletic coordinator
told me once, and you probably can
identify with this… I have a yearend evaluation, and I went in and
sat down with him. And he says,
‘Coach, I know you are running
a good program. You know how I
know that? Because I don’t get any
parent phone calls from swimming.’

He says, ‘Now that soccer program,’
he says. ‘I wish he could settle his
parents down.’ If you are doing a
good job with your parents, and
you are keeping them off the phone
to your athletic director, that’s
gonna help you in the long run.
All of this that I’m sharing with
you is laying the foundation for
some things coming along later.
Have you ever seen the movie
Office Space with Ron Livingston?
You know what TPS reports are?
Okay. It’s a mindless, meaningless
report, that your bureaucratic
superiors will insist on having,
even though they have absolutely
no function and they never use
them. You probably have some
forms like that—you have to deal
with at the end of every season if
you are in an educational system
— that means absolutely nothing.
But, boy, if your superior doesn’t
get your paperwork turned in on
time, you are gonna have a problem
with them. So do it, turn it in and
then forget about it, because they
are gonna forget about it too.
Talked about the parents….
Now talking about parents in club
and high school, we could probably
go-on for hours. You know good
stories, war stories. I swam in
college for a well-known coach.
He is getting up-there in years
now, but he had a club program.
A very large, very successful club
program that practiced in our
college pool after the college guys
were done. This is back in the ‘70s.
And more than once, he used to
joke with us college guys that the
best place to coach would have to be
an orphanage. “Sir, why is that?”
And he goes: no parents. Parents
can be a blessing; they can be
your bane. What would you rather
have? Rather have them on your
side, rather have them be helpful.

people running around the track
for miles and miles the next day.

This is probably where I get
more help than anywhere else with
my high school program—from
the parents. And it was where we
probably like: I don’t want those
parents on my deck, I don’t want to
see them; I want them to stay out
of here. Their job is to feed their
kids, get them to practice, stay
out of the way, pick their kids up,
take them home, make sure they
do their studies, feed them and
just stay out of my hair—I don’t
want to have anything to do with
parents. Did any of you feel like
that? You’re not being honest. We
all feel like that at some point.
I have to admit that earlier in my
coaching career, I probably shared
the same thing about wanting to
coach in an orphanage, probably
not more than 5 or 12 or 70 times.
But it was… it was something that
really crossed my mind: I wanted
to get away from these parents.
There are probably some parents on
your team that are certifiable—and
I don’t mean that in a good way.
They are probably crazy, and they
drive you crazy. So you have to
engage them; you cannot continue
to have to do battle with them.
You’ve no doubt heard the
quote: “You only get one chance
to make a first impression.” The
first impression you make with
those parents better be a good
one; in fact, it better be a great
one. So at the beginning of every
school year, and you probably
do this too—we do it with our
club program—we have a parent
meeting. It was a little different in
high school, because I was the only
coach and all the parents would
come because they were required to
come—because, I think there was
some consequence to the swimmers
if your parents didn’t show up
for that meeting (I had visions of

At the parent meeting, I told
them I had some very specific
priorities. You’ve got to let them
know where you stand: “Now
your priorities may not be what
mine are…,” but I told them what
mine were. I told them these were
my expectations, these are my
priorities, and this is the way it is
gonna happen. And then as long
as you follow along and maintain
those priorities, and you’re
consistent with what you said
you were gonna do, those parents
will more-often-than-not back
you, or at least understand you.
There are a lot of jobs parents
can help you do, but just like I said
earlier—some of you are a little
hesitant to raise your hands in a
meeting, ask a question—you’re
probably more hesitant to ask
parents to help you. Why would
I want to engage a parent to help
me? Because then I’m gonna owe
them something? Ever crossed
your mind? Yeah, that’s why
we want them off the deck and
out of the picture. But they can
really be helpful, if you have a
good relationship overall.
And you’ve got to remember
you’re working with the whole
swimmer here. You’ve got to engage
that parent; they’ve got to be
supportive. Just as you have been
hesitant, maybe, to ask or to raise
your hand and ask questions, you
might also be hesitant to ask a
parent for help. They might want
to help, they might see some area
where they could help; but they
don’t know how to ask, or they
don’t want to ask. They don’t want
to intrude. They don’t want to
stick their nose in there, and have
you think that they’re trying to
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get too involved. But they can be
a tremendous, tremendous help.
First, don’t wait for a parent
to volunteer to help you, because
they may not. This morning, in his
talk on ‘Attitude and Motivation’,
Lanny talked about planting
seeds: you know, give some ideas
that can grow. Or, if you don’t feel
comfortable going up to a parent
and asking if they can help you in
a certain area, then you can plant a
seed. You can say matter-of-factly,
‘we could use…’ and then fill in
the blank. Or, ‘You know what we
need? It’s this…’, and then let the
parent think about it for a little
while and they can come back to
you. I’ve got some great examples of
how those things have happened.
If you’re really bold, and have
no problems opening your mouth,
just go up and say, ‘I need this, can
you help out?’ ‘Will you do this
for us?’ Very rarely will a parent
say ‘no, I’m too busy,’ because they
don’t want to tick you off—you
might take it on out on their kid
if they say no. That’s not the best
way to approach things, obviously.
I was reminded this morning of
another source of help. One of our
NISCA coaches said, ‘You know,
I get the most help from parents
who come to me with complaints.
Because when they come to me
with their complaints,’ he says,
‘You know we got a problem with
this…, or Why don’t we do this…,
or They have that, why don’t we
have that…. You say, That’s a great
idea: will you be in charge of that?’
Do you have parents that don’t
come to you with complaints? Do
you have complaints? Do they
come to you with complaints?
Can you turn it around, and put
it back on them? Yeah. ‘Oh, that’s
a fantastic idea; I bet you’d be
good helping us out to do that.’
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I want to share a couple of
examples with you. These are
great, and all you’re doing is
planting seeds. These are things
you need. These are things you
need that are dry issues, that if
they will get taken care of, you
can do your job: coaching. You
can be on the deck, coaching.
We had a problem with kids
hanging their wet suits after
practice in their lockers. The lockers
rusted, the paint came off; it was
just… it was a terrible situation.
And, of course, the suits didn’t
last so good. So I came to one
of these ASCA conventions. I’m
walking up and down the exhibiter
hall, and I saw this machine that
was like a little mini-washing
machine, it’s called a Suitmate
Spin Dryer. You know what I’m
talking about? Alright, they’re
not cheap; they’re more expensive
than a real washing machine and
they’re only about this big. But I
had money in our budget; we had
a coke machine—we made profits
off of that. Not Gatorade, real
Coke, real Pepsi; all that good stuff
that’s needed for coach hydration.
We had the money, and so
I just went ahead and ordered
these things. I said this is gonna
be great. So I get in there, and I
call maintenance, put in a work
order: ‘come hang these on the
wall, plug them in.’ and they say:
‘Coach, we can’t put them on your
wall, because it will weaken the
wall.’ What? ‘Yeah, because it’s
so old….’ And they gave all sorts
of excuses, which I found out
later were not really true—they
just didn’t want to do it.
So I’ve got these beautiful
machines—one for the girls’
dressing room and one for the boys’
dressing room—and they work
fantastic. If you’ve got one in your
facility, you know that; they’re
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wonderful, you ought to get them.
So I mentioned it to one of our
parents, who was really good with
handy work. I said, “You know, Mr.
Dietrich, I wish there was some
way that we could get these things
hooked on the wall and plugged
in, because the kids’ suits will last
longer and we’ll get rid of all these
other problems.” And he goes, ‘Let
me think about that a little bit.’
So he came up one afternoon
with a tape measure; and he just
measured one of these machines,
disappeared for a couple of days.
And one day after practice, he
backed his pickup truck to the
front of the pool and I saw him
unloading some sort of cart…
some sort of contraption. He’d
gone home and—with marinetreated plywood and 2x4s—had
created these carts to install these
machines on, that had wheels.
And so we could: we installed
these machines. We wheeled them
over to where the outlet was, we
plugged it in, we had something
that worked. ‘How much do I owe
you?’ ‘Oh, nothing: it was just some
scraps I had laying around.’ Do
you ever have parents volunteer to
help you do stuff like that? They
become real valuable to you.
We try to… off and on, we
try to play water polo. Finally,
one year, I used some more of
that coke-machine money to buy
some more water polo goals. They
arrived from a vendor who is well
known here, and it’s supposed to
be a really-good water polo goal.
We took things out, and I tried to
hook-in the net on it. And it was
like the net had been created like
that dog in that Paul Bunyan story:
been cut in half and put together
backwards. There’s just no way to
fit this net on there, and then the
screws didn’t fit the bolts. I have a
very low tolerance for frustration,
and so I quickly went through my

sailor’s vocabulary—I picked that
up from my dad in my early years. I
run out of words to say, and one of
the water polo dads apparently had
been in the Navy and understood
what I was saying, came over and
said: ‘can I give you a hand?’ I said,
‘I am so frustrated. this is the
stupidest set of instructions, I’m
sure they did it in another country,
because the English doesn’t make
any sense. I don’t have this to
fit this.’ he says: ‘Coach, got you
covered.’ He says, ‘Just put it over
in the corner, you’re back to the
coaching water polo.’ I said: okay.
We had about two-hour water
polo practice. While I was busy
down at the deep end with them,
he got… he went home, got his
tool box, came back, and I didn’t
even notice him. He had it all put
together, ready to stick into the
water, when water polo practice was
over. You got a problem? Sometimes
a parent is a great solution.
We would go… in our early years,
we would go to these meets, and
you go to meets and you see these
banners all around the pool all the
time. You know, you go to NCAAs,
and you see, you know, Texas and
Stanford and Tennessee and their
great looking banners. But they’re
sort of expensive, and we did not
have a very affluent area—we’re
blue collar. We didn’t have a lot of
money in the budget. You know,
I had probably indicated to you
that I was depleting the Coca-Cola
funds at this point. So, I mentioned
it to one of our parents: man, we
ought to get a banner.’ And then
he goes, ‘Yeah, you really ought
to.’ Next meet, he shows up with
this cardboard tube, and he says,
‘I got you something.’ I went: oh,
what is it? And he says, ‘Well,
open it up.’ And I opened it up,
pulled out this banner. It’s the one
you remember, and they still use
it—this was like in 1985 or ‘86.

Mr. Beck had gone out and
spent his own money—and he was
not a rich guy. He was blue collar.
He was… what’s two levels below
blue? I don’t know what it was.
He didn’t have a lot of money, but
he knew that we needed a little
team pride. So he went out, and
he maybe dipped into his kid’s
piggy bank and he had a banner
made for us. ‘Wow, that is great.
How much was it?’ And he goes:
‘I don’t know, it’s not important.
Just think the kids ought to have
one when you go to a swim meet.’
We started seeing these
swimmers at this meet and they
were… they had these little bags
and they had food in the bags. They
had bananas, oranges, crackers,
a bottle of water; no, they didn’t
have bottles of water, they probably
had a Coke—it’s before the bottled
water became real profitable. And
I said, ‘Man that would… I wish
we had somebody do that.’ Well,
fortunately for me, I had a girl’s
parent standing next to me. She
goes: ‘You’d like to have what?’
And I said, ‘Well, you know, the
kids ought to have something to
eat during the meet. I can’t keep…
you know, handing out these
free Cokes, because that’s what is
keeping our funds down.’ So she
said, ‘let me think about that.’
So she came back the next day,
and she had a list. She says, ‘This
is what would be good.’ I looked it
up, and a banana, an orange, half
a peanut-butter sandwich, some
crackers… I mean, she just wanted
us to eat the stuff you prepare for
your kids. She said, ‘And we’ve
got 11 more meets, this is what
it costs. So we need to ask every
kid’s parent to chip in 10, 11, 12
bucks and it will get us through the
season—because I shop at Sam’s.’
I said: okay. So she said, ‘I’ll take
care of it.’ And I said, ‘Well, you can

bring it in a box; who’s gonna hand
it out?’ She says, ‘I’ll take care of it.’
So the very next meet, she
shows up with a big cardboard box,
and it’s got all these little… looks
like little lunch bags in it. Every one
of them is decorated with a decal
sticker: they’ve got the kids name
on it. Obviously, this woman didn’t
have enough to do, but she got real
busy and she did this. And so the
kids said: ‘Oh coach, I’m so happy.’
And I said, ‘Happy, alright,’ so we
started calling it a happy basket.
You know the box and the happy
bags became the happy basket, and
to this day, they have happy baskets
at Katy High School. They charge
them a certain amount of money,
fill them up, take care of them.
Getting timers who know how
to push a button seems like an easy
job, but apparently some people
haven’t used their thumb very
much on a stopwatch, because…
you look up in the stands and
you say you… we need timers.
And again, I was a having… I
had a couple a parents that had
volunteered to help set-up for the
meet. Don’t you love setting-up for
the meets? You know, especially
now, when you’ve got the cables and
the touch pads and the computers
and the timing boxes… you know,
unless you’re smart and have one of
those smart IST, one computer does
all, but you’ve still got cables and
cords and buttons and all this stuff.
And while you’re trying to set
this up, your team is supposed to
be warming up. And we know that
they are so responsible that all
you have to do is tell them what
they need to do and they’ll do it
perfectly. They don’t: they’re having
chicken fights, they’re having a
splash contest, they’re trying to
surf on a stack of six kickboards.
They’re doing everything but
what they should be doing.
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So I had a parent come over
and say, ‘Coach I’ll take care of
the timing for you.’ And I think
he was doing it because he heard
some of my sailor-talk again,
but he got it taken care of.
I had one parent start with
me… I had a summer team, and
his kid started with me when he
was 6 years-old and he got really
involved with the summer team.
Now summer-team parents—if
you think high school parents and
club parents are nuts—summerteam parents are absolutely from
another galaxy, because they can
drive you absolutely crazy. But he
was a good one, and he wanted to
become as good as he could. So, he
learned how to push a button on
a stopwatch, to start with. Then
he learned how to pull a trigger
on the gun, because that’s what
we used back in those days. When
his son got old enough to get into
high school, he said, ‘How hard
is it to be a high school official?’
And I said, ‘Well, I don’t know.
Can you read?’ You know, so he
got the rulebook, he took the
test; he wanted to be my starter.
We developed a really good
relationship, which is really handy
because he ran for school board.
I mentioned before that our
pool was built in 1955. Our pool
was 25 meters long, 3 feet deep
in the shallow end—and which
of course is where they put the
starting blocks—and it was 4 lanes.
We never had a meet… a home
meet, except for fun twice, in the
course of 17 years. In 1997, our pool
was… (what is that?) 42 years old.
I mean: it’s old; it was old in 1970.
They pushed through a bond
issue to include money to renovate
our high school campus. He’s on
the school board. But he’s also on
the school board with two parents
who had kids in our summer
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program, who really liked what
they experienced there. Those
guys pushed through two-and-ahalf million dollars to build us a
new, state-of-the-art pool, which
became a model for building every
future pool in our school district.
Okay, because he came and
was treated right; but it wasn’t
him that was treated right: it was
his kid that was treated right.
You’ve got to treat the kids fair,
and that’s probably one of the
hardest things to do: make sure
you portion out your attention
and your communication and your
instruction to all the kids evenly
over the course of your coaching.
I did not like setting-up the pool
for meets; parents took care of that.
Parents can be a great resource.
The faculty is somebody else you
need to establish some relationship
with, because they can help you. I
had a teacher call me one day and
tell me about one of my students,
one of my star swimmers. He
was not paying attention in class,
causing a disruption; repeated
comments from a teacher and
nothing happening. And I said: I’ll
take care of it. So when he came to
practice that afternoon—you’ve
probably done this—this is nothing
new, but the quieter you talk to
a student, the more serious they
know you are. And I said, ‘Trey,
I got a call from Miss Smith this
afternoon.’ Got his attention real
quick. I said, ‘Do you know what
she called me about?’ ‘Yes sir.’
And I said: ‘Good. Let’s make this
real simple: she will never call
me again about your behavior in
class. Do you understand what
I’m saying?’ ‘Yes sir.’ And I said,
‘Do you really understand what
I’m saying?’ And he says, ‘Yes sir.’
And I say, ‘Okay, thank you.’
Two days later, I got the same
call from the same teacher. As soon
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as she said this is Miss Smith, I
went: oh, lordy. She says, ‘What
did you say to Tray? He has been
an angel.’ The coaches at our school
are really good about conveying
that to their athletes: you don’t
misbehave in a teacher’s class.
And the teachers know that all
the coaches support them. This is
gonna help you a lot. If they have
any problems with an athlete, they
don’t call their parent, they call
the coach. The kid would much
rather you call the parent, you
call the assistant principal, you
call the S.W.A.T. team; but don’t
call the coach—because coach
will make their lives absolutely
unbearable. When the teachers
know they have that support from
you as a coach, you’re establishing
really good relationships.
So, one of these teachers, was
a shop teacher, and I had these
long fins. And I just heard—I’m
gonna say it again—I heard Lanny
talking at a TISCA clinic down
in Texas about he couldn’t afford
Zoomers, because those were like
$40 a pair. (Is that right, $40.00
a pair for Zoomers?) But you can
buy these long, generic fins for
about 10, 15 bucks a pair. He says:
so we just cut them off, and we
call them Zoomies. And I said:
what do you cut them off with?
And he goes: we took them to the
shop, put them on the band saw.
So I said: that’s a great idea.
So I went down to the shop
teacher, who I had an experience
with a misbehaving student in
his class too, and I said: ‘Norman,
got this problem, I need a band
saw. Can I come in and use it after
school?’ And he goes, ‘Coach, let
me send these two boys down
to the pool with you. You give
them your fins, and we’ll have
them ready for practice this
afternoon.’ That was nice.

I got asked to come and video
at the football games. Now in
Texas, football is… some people
say it’s like a religion down there,
but it’s not—it’s more important
than that. And we film everything.
So they needed, they wanted,
somebody to come and help them
film, because you know even with
a staff of 12, that wasn’t enough
to coach the team. So they needed
somebody to help with the video,
so I volunteered to help with the
video. “Volunteered” meaning:
they asked me, expecting a positive
affirmative response, and I said yes.
So after the football season was
over, our swim meets were really
starting to get into a full-swing.
And I go to one of our first meets
getting ready to start the meet,
and this football coach—who
is our defensive coordinator—
showed up with a camcorder. And
I said, ‘What are you doing? You
trying to learn something about
swimming?’ He says, ‘No. I’m
here to videotape your meets for
you.’ I didn’t ask him to, he just
felt it was a good relationship we
had, and he wanted to give me
back what I had given to him.
The biggest help I think we had
was in trying to get these people…
you know there are some problems
we referred to earlier: finding
timers. It was really difficult to
find timers for swim meets. So, at
our… we’re not like New Trier, or
some of these big schools, where
300 people may show-up for a home
meet; we needed some timers. Now
I’ve made good friends with the
special-ed teacher, because she
was involved in Special Olympics
and I got involved with that a little
bit. She appreciated that; and we
got to be real good friends, talked
about her needs, our needs.

I took one of her kids with
Down syndrome to be one of my
managers. He handed out the
cards back in the days where you
had to fill out the little IBM cards.
David would hold on to the cards,
and the kids, the swimmers, were
absolutely wonderful. They knew
that he was mentally challenged
and… ‘David, could I have my card,
please?’ And he would just hold
it out, and they’d look for their
card and they’d say thank you. It
did wonders for David. He was a
wonderful kid, wonderful kid.
But the special-ed teacher had
heard me comment, grumbling and
complaining—which is so unlike
me—but heard me complaining
about having a problem getting
timers for the swim meet. So she
goes to tell her friend, who is the
drill team lady—and drill team
is also big in Texas, it might be
bigger than football. We have only
about 400 drill team girls, and
they have to earn some service
hours doing volunteer work. So the
special-ed teacher went and told
the drill team lady; drill team lady
called me up, and said, ‘I hear you
might benefit from having some
bodies on the deck. I’ve got some
girls who’d love to come and time
at your meet.’ ‘Thank you.’ And
that worked out really well too.
The student body can give
you some sort of support too. A
lot of times you look at them as
managers. Where would we be
without managers? Who are your
managers? Did you advertise for
managers? I never advertised
for managers. I looked at the
kids that… in the old days… I
developed a no-cut policy later in
my career. But I used to cut kids,
because as I told you we only had
4 lanes and we had 40, 50, 60
kids showing up. I just did not
have any space to put them in
the water, and I had to cut kids.

And then I started thinking:
why don’t you keep these kids
involved? So the kids that were in
the ‘cut’ category, I started asking:
‘Would you like to be my equipment
manager?’ ‘Would you like to be
in charge of this?’ ‘Be in charge of
something?’ They said yes. ‘You can
be our equipment captain.’ ‘You can
be our communications captain.’
We had a lot of captains, lots of
managers; and they could help
out tremendously. These student
groups, you can get a support
group, an all-out support group
which can come, and they can
share, and they can work timing
for you. They can be a big part of
your program, if you let them.
It can be as big a deal as you
want it to be; as special a deal as
you try to make it be. There are so
many ways to do this. Give them a
fancy name. We broke off a group of
those drill team people, and—our
school mascot was the tigers—we
started calling them Tiger Timers.
Got shirts for them; big deal.
When I went to Texas back in
1978, there was an interesting
phenomenon: a bunch of young
ladies called… this is probably
so politically incorrect these
days, but they were called Bevo’s
Babes—Bevo is the big, longhornsteer mascot for the University of
Texas. And these girls wore t-shirts
and burnt-orange shorts, and
they timed at the meets and they
were called Bevo’s Babes. I don’t
think you can get away with that
now, but we thought it was rather
interesting that first year there.
In the spring, after we got back
from NCAAs, I was informed, as
one of the assistant coaches, that
we were going to have 2 assistant
coaches and 2 senior swimmers
doing an interview: some girls
who want to be on Bevo’s Babes
the next year. I had no idea how
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popular this was. So I and another
assistant and two senior swimmers
went over to this classroom in this
old building, and we got ready to
interview a couple of dozen girls,
we thought, for Bevo’s Babes.
You would have thought it was
auditions for American Idol: the
hallway was filled with a coupleof-hundred girls who wanted to be
part of Bevo’s Babes. So that was a
big student support organization.
Can you do anything at your
school like that? I wouldn’t suggest
calling them babes or hunks, or
anything like that. But, if you can
come up with a group, if you can
get started, you make it really big
and make them feel really special,
you’re gonna have an awful lot
of help, an awful lot of help.
There are a lot of areas you can
use help in, I might have touched
on a couple of them. What I’d like
to do is to ask you for some help
right now—I’ve learned how to
ask for help. So I’m gonna ask for
some help, and ask you to share a
problem that you may have faced
and then solved in your program,
to increase your virtual staff. It’s
not a paid staff, it’s a volunteer.
How have you had a problem and
have solved it getting someone
to help you? What unique ideas
have you had that resolved
something? Yeah would you…
Audience Member: Yeah,
this is one that kind of backfired,
a little bit. I have this mom that
kept complaining about… this
is when we had to write out
results, pre computer. And yeah,
I’m… and anyway, so she had
been complaining. So I said: well
okay, how about you do this?
And she said, ‘I would love to
do that’. And our times were so
screwed up after that, I actually
had to say ‘we’ll get somebody
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else to do that’, and she was not
very happy. So that backfired.
Dana Abbott: They can
backfire. So, you have to use some
of that coaching discretion and
insight that you develop over
the years. And knowing these
people, you say like, ‘You know,
I never want to ask Debra…’.
I can think of a couple people
right now I would never ask for
help. But I can think of some
that I really like to have help.
Anybody else? Yes.
Audience Member: I’m a big
believer in parent’s organizations.
I’ve always had one; go back 30
years, I’ve always been in a parent
organization. I invest part of the
team in that. I talk about the
triangle: the coach is on one side,
and the swimmer is on the other
side—we all know about the
triangle—and the parent. And I
say: without the parents, we’re not
gonna be a success. So I tell them;
each year I have a meeting. I set my
captain’s parents basically as the
president and vice president—or
whatever you want to call them—
and I tell them what I need. And
then I have a parents’ meeting the
first week of practice, and I tell all
the parents the philosophy of the
team: what we’re expected to do
this year, and how we can’t really
succeed without them, so they’re
very important people to the team.
And since I am the only coach, I
tell them: ‘Look, I’m not gonna
micro-manage you. I’m gonna tell
you what I need, and I expect you
to set it up and do it.’ And it works.
And I will share one, if
you’ve never set-up a parents’
organization. I walked into a
school that has always been at
the bottom of a 10- or 11-team
league—or some place near the
bottom. Never had a parents’
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organization; so I said: we’re gonna
form a parents’ organization. And
I told my swimmers—I had about
40—I said: I need at least one of
your parents at this meeting. I
think probably about 98% showed
up with at least one parent for
each swimmer—and they never
had a parents’ organization. So I
told them, once again, about the
whole… my idea about the triangle
concept. And I said these are the
things that I’m gonna need done
this year, and I need your help
doing them. Talked about banquet
planning, we talked about raising
money, we talked about helping,
others needs, whatever else you
need. So I went through this deal
for about half-an-hour, and then I
said, ‘I told you what I need, I’m not
gonna tell you how to do it. I just
want you to figure it out. So, please,
help me out.’ And I walked—we
were in a parents’ house, their rec
room—and I walked out the door,
and there was this silence. And
I’m thinking: God, what did I do?
It lasted maybe 30, 45 seconds.
Finally, one person says: I think
I know what we can do here.
That was it, it went from there.
Dana Abbott: That’s great.
I know we’re running right-up
against the two-hour cut-off for
this. I want to thank you for being
here; I hope something made an
impression. But I just want to close
by saying: treat your kids fair,
and work real hard to establish
positive personal relationships
with everyone you work with
and especially the parents. But
remember that kid in the water is
a person. The swimming-time in
their life is a real-small portion
of that life-pie, and they’re gonna
gain so much from you besides the
swimming. So make sure you invest
in them, because it really will pay
back. Thank you very much. •
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Two Stories
BOTH TRUE
and worth
reading!
By Doug Ingram

STORY NUMBER ONE

and a good education. Nothing was
withheld. Price was no object.

Many years ago, Al Capone
virtually owned Chicago . Capone
wasn't famous for anything heroic.
He was notorious for enmeshing
the windy city in everything from
bootlegged booze and prostitution
to murder.

And, despite his involvement
with organized crime, Eddie even
tried to teach him right from
wrong. Eddie wanted his son to
be a better man than he was.

Capone had a lawyer nicknamed
"Easy Eddie." He was Capone's
lawyer for a good reason. Eddie
was very good! In fact, Eddie's
skill at legal maneuvering kept
Big Al out of jail for a long time.
To show his appreciation,
Capone paid him very well. Not
only was the money big, but Eddie
got special dividends, as well.
For instance, he and his family
occupied a fenced-in mansion
with live-in help and all of the
conveniences of the day. The
estate was so large that it filled
an entire Chicago City block.
Eddie lived the high life of
the Chicago mob and gave little
consideration to the atrocities
that went on around him.
Eddie did have one soft spot,
however. He had a son that he
loved dearly. Eddie saw to it that
his young son had clothes, cars,

Yet, with all his wealth
and influence, there were two
things he couldn't give his
son; he couldn't pass on a good
name or a good example.
One day, Easy Eddie
reached a difficult decision.
Easy Eddie wanted to rectify
wrongs he had done.
He decided he would go to
the authorities and tell the truth
about Al "Scarface" Capone,
clean up his tarnished name, and
offer his son some semblance of
integrity. To do this, he would
have to testify against The Mob,
and he knew that the cost would
be great. So, he testified.
Within the year, Easy Eddie's
life ended in a blaze of gunfire
on a lonely Chicago Street. But in
his eyes, he had given his son the
greatest gift he had to offer, at the
greatest price he could ever pay.
Police removed from his pockets
a rosary, a crucifix,

a religious medallion, and a
poem clipped from a magazine.

The poem read:
The clock of life is wound but
once, and no man has the power to
tell just when the hands will stop,
at late or early hour. Now is the
only time you own. Live, love, toil
with a will. Place no faith in time.
For the clock may soon be still.

STORY NUMBER TWO
World War II produced
many heroes. One such man
was Lieutenant Commander
Butch O'Hare.
He was a fighter pilot
assigned to the aircraft carrier
Lexington in the South Pacific.
One day his entire squadron
was sent on a mission. After he was
airborne, he looked at his fuel gauge
and realized that someone had
forgotten to top off his fuel tank.
He would not have enough
fuel to complete his mission
and get back to his ship.
His flight leader told him to
return to the carrier. Reluctantly,
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he dropped out of formation
and headed back to the fleet.

planes as possible until all his
ammunition was finally spent.

As he was returning to the
mother ship, he saw something that
turned his blood cold; a squadron
of Japanese aircraft was speeding
its way toward the American fleet.

Undaunted, he continued
the assault. He dove at the
planes, trying to clip a wing or
tail in hopes of damaging as
many enemy planes as possible,
rendering them unfit to fly.

The American fighters were
gone on a sortie, and the fleet was
all but defenseless. He couldn't
reach his squadron and bring them
back in time to save the fleet. Nor
could he warn the fleet of the
approaching danger. There was only
one thing to do. He must somehow
divert them from the fleet.
Laying aside all thoughts of
personal safety, he dove into the
formation of Japanese planes.
Wing-mounted 50 caliber's
blazed as he charged in, attacking
one surprised enemy plane
and then another. Butch wove
in and out of the now broken
formation and fired at as many

Finally, the exasperated
Japanese squadron took off
in another direction.
Deeply relieved, Butch
O'Hare and his tattered fighter
limped back to the carrier.
Upon arrival, he reported in
and related the event surrounding
his return. The film from the
gun-camera mounted on his plane
told the tale. It showed the extent
of Butch's daring attempt to
protect his fleet. He had, in fact,
destroyed five enemy aircraft.
This took place on February 20,
1942, and for that action Butch

became the Navy's first Ace of
W.W.II, and the first Naval Aviator
to win the Medal of Honor.
A year later Butch was killed
in aerial combat at the age of 29.
His home town would not allow
the memory of this WW II hero to
fade, and today, O'Hare Airport
in Chicago is named in tribute to
the courage of this great man.
So, the next time you find
yourself at O'Hare International,
give some thought to visiting
Butch's memorial displaying
his statue and his Medal of
Honor. It's located between
Terminals 1 and 2. •

SO WHAT DO THESE
TWO STORIES
HAVE TO DO WITH
EACH OTHER?
Butch O'Hare was "Easy
Eddie's" son.

FOUNDATIONS
OF COACHING
By Bill Sweetenham
Australia

On the invitation of Brian
and Bernadette Rodriquez, the
current operators of the Mount
Isa Swimming Pool, I made the
journey on Friday 28th October
to return to my roots as a
swimming coach and conduct a
coaching clinic for the swimmers
of Mount Isa, Cloncurry, Julia
Creek, Richmond, Hughenden,
Winton and Longreach. There
were approximately 150
swimmers involved in this two
day clinic. The swimmers were
supported by numerous coaches
from these areas as well.
I made the decision to do this
clinic based on the fact that I
started coaching in Mount Isa at
a very young age and at the end
of my competitive swimming
career. I felt that this was a way to
give something back to the young
swimmers of these areas, given
that my early years of coaching
had commenced in this area. This
reason was supported by the fact
that I had worked with Brian and
Bernadette on many occasions
during their period of coaching
and teaching with the Kings
Swim Programme in Melbourne
of which I am a partner. I found
both these people to be excellent
coaches and teachers and felt that
I also wanted to support them in
their drive to build Mount Isa’s
swimming upwards and forwards.
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The decision to do this clinic
was a tremendously rewarding
one as it took me back to my early
days and attitudes of thinking
anything and everything is possible
if you have great self-belief in
your ability to create change.
On the flight to Mount Isa, I
sat beside a young man named
Matthew Cooper who had left
Sydney at a very early age for the
challenge to work in the sugar cane
industry in North Queensland
and had done so for several years.
Matthew explained to me that
he was visiting Mount Isa to try
to further himself and gain an
apprenticeship in the mining
industry there, and was looking
forward to being re-united with
his Mount Isa-based friends and
applying for this apprenticeship
opportunity. During his time
working in the sugar cane
industry in North Queensland,
he had suffered a serious snake
bite. In today’s world of the ‘Y’
generation, it was pleasant to have
the company of a young man who
embraced challenge, hard work
and opportunity and was prepared
to do whatever it took to seize the
opportunity to further himself.
It took me back in time to an
era when many of the young people
who I went to school with had this
same attitude, and I had not seen
this or been directly affected by
it for a long time. I can only hope
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that Matthew was successful, but I
have no doubt that like many young
people embracing the lifestyle and
opportunities of North Queensland
and the mining industry that if
he wasn’t successful with this
opportunity, he would find a way
to be successful in the future with
some other venture, given his
attitude and sense of urgency.
It was obvious that his work ethic
was way above average. This was
a great start to my weekend clinic.
I had experienced the very
best of ambitious youth and was
looking forward to working where
I grew up with a couple of young
coaches and teachers that I so
much admire and wanted to help.
At no time on the weekend was I
disappointed. With the coaches
and swimmers that I worked with,
I saw the foundations of attitude
and the willingness to commit to
dreams and the opportunities they
could seize upon or in fact make
happen. This was one of the better
things I have done in my life of
recent times as it gave me a sense
of young people wanting to do
whatever it took to maximise their
potential and live their dreams.
The clinic consisted of two
very full-on days of between 6
and 8 hours of continual practice,
correction and re-direction.
The swimmers embraced the
opportunity and worked as hard
physically and mentally as any

swimmers I have ever worked with.
The coaches supported this drive
and enthusiasm. The time at task
was incredible in terms of young
people, most of whom were under
the age of 12 or 13 giving totally
with their attention and efforts for
some 16 hours over the 2 day clinic.
Given this exposure, it left me
wondering if the ‘Y’ generation
really exists. I saw none of this
from these swimmers in this
country environment. The facility
in Mount Isa had much improved
since I was there and this is a
tribute to the local authorities and
the tremendous impact that both
Brian and Bernadette have made in
the short twelve months that they
have been there. It is a training and
recreation facility second to none.
I was able to watch the
teaching of young people as well
as experiencing the coaching of
young athletes and swimmers. The
quality of teaching being delivered
was outstanding and equal to or
better than any I have seen in city
locations. Brian and Bernadette
have learnt their trade well. The
community of Mount Isa should
be well pleased with the facility
available to them, and the teaching
and coaching resource now being
offered by these two people.
I feel certain that any young
person can fulfil their dreams
given what is available to
them today in Mount Isa.
It was only two weeks prior
to this that I was able to enjoy a
lunch with two of the past greats
of Mount Isa swimming, John
Oravainen (Commonwealth Games
gold medallist and Olympian) and
Riitta Greaves (nee Oravainen –
John’s sister). We shared and talked
about many of the opportunities
that Mount Isa had provided to
the young people in our time

This was the quality of people
competing and participating
in swimming and sport over
an extended period of time.

there. This included Bill Burton
(an Olympian from 1960), John,
himself an Olympian from 1964,
Warwick Webster (another great)
and many other state and national
competitors along the way.
I can remember on one
occasion that the Mount Isa team
of 5 swimmers attended the
Queensland State Championships
in Brisbane and achieved a second
in the state team placings with only
these 5 swimmers. The Manager of
this particular team was Dennis
Fredrickson who was also my
Year 11 and 12 Maths teacher
and who I understand today has a
daughter who is married to Greg
Shaw. Greg is a renowned sports
scientist and nutritionist working
at the highest level in Australian
sport. In Mount Isa in those days,
we had great sporting leadership
within our education system
with Dennis Fredrickson who
was a great teacher and a great
sportsman, and John Gouldson
who was also a great school
teacher and great sportsman.
As such, young people were
encouraged to excel in both areas.
The list of swimmers coming
out of Mount Isa over a long period
of time is long, and a tribute to
the culture and attitudes of people
living in this remote country town.
The achievements and history of
swimmers and sports men and
women in Mount Isa is legendary
over many years. I believe this
lies in the foundations of sport in
Mount Isa and the attitudes of the
people who chose to visit or live
in this tremendous environment.
Two of the families who I taught
during my time there were the
Rafter family of Pat Rafter tennis
fame, and the Rosengren family
which had two Rhodes scholars
and Queensland Father of the
Year (2008) in Kevin Rosengren.

The swimming club in those
days held their weekly club
competition on Sunday mornings
from 7.00 till 9.00am prior to the
pool opening to the public and was
preceded by a one hour training
session from 6.00 to 7.00am. It was
compulsory as part of membership
to the club and as a result every
swimmer learnt to swim fast,
efficient heats. The competition
was structured so that everyone
had to swim in all four strokes over
all competition distances. There
was no choice and whilst we all
complained about it as athletes, we
applauded it as coaches. It provided
athletes from Mount Isa with a
winning point of difference ahead
of our opposition and competition.
This is something that has been
lost in today’s compromising world
of multiple choices and options.
On some occasions, probably
on a monthly basis and in the
Freestyle and Butterfly events the
females were permitted to use fins
and compete on an equal basis with
the males. On many occasions,
I can recall the frustration of
having to race against Riitta – her
with fins and me with none, and
having to fight like hell against
the humiliation of being beaten
by a female in the 200 and 400
metre events. It was certainly a
challenge that I did not relish at
the time, but I feel certain that it
had untold benefits in my growth
as a swimmer and as a person.
I was reminded during my
visit to Mount Isa of the test
opportunities that we as swimmers
faced about three to four times
a year when the professional
fishermen, usually dedicated mine
employees who would fish the
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waters of Kurumba in the Gulf of
Carpentaria. They would test us
by having us compete in harnesses
around our waists attached to
fishing rods from the 25 metre
mark against each other as athletes
and the lids of 44 gallon drums
while battling the fishermen who
were trying desperately to get us
from either the 50m mark or the
25m mark into the backstroke flags.
Each time we as athletes would
have to face a different fisherman
and our time differentials would
be recorded. This required a major
psyche-up from the athletes and
I am sure the opportunity was
relished by the fishermen who
would invariably win with only the
time lapse being the difference.
At the conclusion of our weekly
Sunday morning competition, all
members of the club in terms of
the older athletes (16 and older)
would spend the afternoon waterskiing at Lake Moondarra. A great
recognition for senior athletes
and a reason to stay in the sport!
This was extremely motivational
and a recognition for those who
were still in the sport after 16
years of age. This provides some
extremely important lessons of
recognition and cross-training
for clubs and athletes in today’s
world. There were many afternoons
on Sundays when the coaches
driving the ski boats left us
(the athletes) with a long swim
back to the launch after a final
wipe-out at the end of the day.
The system of selection for
swimmers competing in those days
in Mount Isa was that without
compromise, we had to make fourth
place at the State Championships
held in January each year of the age
we were going to compete in at the
following year’s Championships. We
had to achieve this at the Sunday
morning competition during Club
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Time Trials. This meant that we had
to achieve a time in the morning
at Club Time Trials compared to
the performances at the Valley
Pool State Championship venue
to a final opportunity under the
excitement of State Championships.
There was no compromise in
this. You either made the time
on Sunday morning at Club
competition at a level of Top 4
at the State Championships in
finals on 1st November, and
were selected. You either did this
and achieved the opportunity to
attend the State Championships
in early to mid January, or you
didn’t go – no excuses and no
exceptions. For those of us who
did, we were then provided with an
opportunity to train three times
a day over the Christmas school
holiday period. In the mornings,
the entire club trained from
5.30 to 7.30 on aerobic work and
individual medley work. For those
achieving the State Championship
standard on 1st November,
we trained again at lunchtime
with high intensity, mixed rest
repeats from race distance down
for approximately an hour and a
half, depending on whether we
achieved the pre-set times or we
didn’t. This was usually only about
4 to 8 athletes who would achieve
this standard. In the afternoons,
we trained from 4.45 until 6.15
or 6.30 where we would do fast
series of speed work across the
pool and all repeats were timed and
recorded along with stroke counts.
We did not do any swimming
in the afternoons apart from
this very fast and short speed
work, and a series of underwater
swimming. This session usually
concluded or was interspersed with
some fast, explosive strength and
conditioning exposures utilising
drill rods procured from Mount
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Isa Mines. These drill rods were
heavy duty steel and painted
by ourselves to identify which
strength and conditioning tools
were used by which athletes.
Regarding 1st November
Time Trials, any swimmer who
just missed out on achieving this
standard was then appointed
to coach (as in recording times
and monitoring the training
performances) at lunchtimes of
those who did make it. This meant
that each of us who made selection
to this group was appointed a
swimmer who had not made it,
and as a result was very diligent
in ensuring that the standards
required were met. It also provided
these “pseudo coaches” with
inspiration to make it the following
year. It was the responsibility
of each swimmer to buy their
allocated lunch time “coach” a gift
at the conclusion of this period.
In my memory, many of the
coaches or monitors from one
year went on to make it the
following year and very few
who were selected to attend the
State Championships in January
went on to represent without
winning some kind of medal.
Obviously, those who competed
at the State Championships knew
immediately that if they wanted to
repeat this exercise the following
year, then the time standard you
had to achieve was fourth place in
the age group above, and that this
had to be achieved in the month
of October or by 1st November
that coming year. Goal setting
made easy! As athletes, we all
knew 10 to 11 months in advance
what needed to be achieved, and
more importantly when it had to
be achieved by, and that no-one
sought or expected compromise in
this area. Nothing could be more
accurate, precise or deliverable.

This was a result and
performance driven system that
was very easy to buy into, and it
produced repeatable excellence
over a period of 20 years both
before my time in Mount Isa as a
swimmer and after my experience
there as a coach. This was all
due to the visionary leadership
of the head coach prior to my
arrival. Unfortunately, I did not
understand this as an athlete,
and as such I did not buy into it
fully at the time. When I was a
swimmer, Mount Isa swimming
was ahead of its time. It was in the
early 60s that I remember that we
did circle training, i.e., following
each other around in circles
within our lane. We trained three
times per day with three different
energy systems, we integrated
strength and conditioning
programmes and a fully integrated
systematic approach to training,
reward and recognition.
The Mount Isa Swimming Club
had white tracksuits with blue and
gold stripes and as such, was an
unmistakable brand and could only
be achieved with representation
at the Queensland or North
Queensland Championships as a
swimmer. The Mount Isa Swimming
Club enjoyed a period of over 15
years where it was in the top 3
swimming clubs in Queensland,
and for a period of over 12 years
it was one of the top 2 swimming
clubs in North Queensland.
To gain representation at the
North Queensland Championships,
the swimmers had to achieve a
standard of top 3 in the finals in
the age group above from the year
before at North Queensland level.
This meant that swimmers wishing
to represent Mount Isa at the North
Queensland Championships knew
a year in advance what the time
standards they needed to achieve
were, and this had to be done by

swim a 200m Individual Medley as
part of the Mount Isa Swimming
Club, by Easter of that year.

the end of January the following
year — extremely systematic and
clear in what was expected and
by when. I can well recall the 24
hour train trip from Mount Isa to
Townsville for this competition.

Certification would be
given at the end of the school
holidays for those who could
swim 50m Freestyle, and further
certification would be given for
those who could do the 200m
Individual Medley by Easter.

In support of this systematic
approach, the manager of the
swimming pool in those days,
Mr Cec Twist and one of the
head teachers of the primary
school in Mount Isa, Ted Cullen
(father of former Brisbane
Broncos CEO, Bruno Cullen)
would conduct a free learn to
swim campaign every morning
of the school holidays Monday to
Saturday for an hour and a half
with two groups of children and
learners coming for 45 minutes
each in two waves. Members of
the Mount Isa Swimming Club
would all volunteer to assist the
pool manager and Ted Cullen in
teaching these children to swim
from 8.30 to 10.30am each day.
The only teaching aids that were
used were very basic kickboards.
The children received free
entry to the pool and free lessons,
and the members of the club who
would work voluntarily would
receive credits in terms of costs of
attending Queensland and North
Queensland Championships,
so most were keen to volunteer
to teach. The objective was to
take children who couldn’t swim
at the beginning of the school
holidays and have them swimming
proficiently and referee-approved
50m Freestyle by the end of the 6
weeks school holidays, when they
were invited with great pomp and
ceremony to join the club, and Ted
Cullen would provide them with
lessons after school from 4:00
to 4:45pm to learn Breaststroke,
Backstroke and Butterfly following
on from their achievement in
learning Freestyle in the school
holidays, so that they could then

It is in this arena and with great
appreciation to Cec Twist and Ted
Cullen that I learnt my skills as a
swimming teacher and with great
respect to the head coach of Mount
Isa Swimming Club that I learnt my
systematic coaching skills. I cannot
thank these people enough for the
attitude and culture in Mount Isa
for the development of myself as a
coach, a teacher and as a person. I
appreciate this return visit I have
just made to Mount Isa and the
meeting of many of the people and
friends who I trained and competed
with, and the many swimmers
and children who I taught during
my early development years as a
teacher and coach in Mount Isa.
This all started a few months ago
when one of the young ladies who
I taught and coached in Mount
Isa, Karen Moller, who is now a
doctor living in Perth sent me a
card that I had presented to her
on her 13th birthday, recognising
that she had achieved 77 miles
of training in one week which is
incredible, given the era and this
timing. I thank Karen for sending
this on to me. It reminded me of
the tremendous attitude and work
ethic the young people in Mount
Isa had in those early days. I was
also reminded of this by another
ex-swimmer of mine Astrid Liepins
and her mother who I met while in
Mount Isa. They remembered with
fondness the hard work, attitude
and enjoyment they got from
those early days of swimming. I
am continually reminded of this
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by Steven Rafter who takes pride
in the work ethic that we all had in
those days. However, more to the
point, it was very satisfying to meet
Matthew Cooper on the flight up
and to see the same attitude, along
with observing the great work that
Brian and Bernadette Rodriquez
are doing in the local pool with
their teaching and coaching.
I continue to be inspired today
by my time in Mount Isa, and revisiting the learn to swim pool that
I had built at my parents home at
58 Buckley Avenue where many
children learnt to swim and where
my sister, Gay carried on the art of
teaching and coaching after I left
Mount Isa, and was able to win the
North Queensland Championships
with another great swimmer from
Mount Isa, Anthony Byrne. While I
was able during my time in Mount
Isa to coach many great athletes
to win at national and state level,
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the goal of winning the North
Queensland Championships eluded
me during my coaching stint but
was achieved by my sister who
took over after my departure,
and I still remain envious of her
ability to do this where I couldn’t.
All in all, my return to Mount
Isa was an inspirational and
motivational experience for me
for the future, and a rewarding
lesson from the past. I want to end
this report by paying respects to
two of the greatest learn to swim
teachers I have ever worked with
in Jane Ramus and Riitta Greaves,
who would consistently teach
children to swim in all four strokes
from beginning to completion
in one season of operation at
my swim school in Mount Isa.
These were two exceptional
swim teachers who both had a
touch of genius and class when
it came to teaching swimming.

It is unheard of today where
children can attend their first
lesson and put their face in the
water and be able to swim a 200m
medley at the end of the summer
season. These two teachers, along
with Cec Twist and Ted Cullen,
were able to do so repeatedly over
a long period of time and provide
opportunities and enjoyment
for the many children who were
fortunate enough to come into
contact with them in Mount Isa.
I cannot mention everyone,
here but I can say that I could not
have had a greater opportunity and
experience than commencing my
teaching and coaching career in
the adversities and opportunities
provided by the environment
of Mount Isa. The greatest
lesson of converting perceived
adversity into real advantage
stays with me in today’s world. •
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Energy Drinks
A No-No
for Young
Swimmers
By Jill Castle, MS, RD
USA Swimming

The USA Swimming
Sports Medicine and
Science Committee has
recently reviewed the
risks and benefits related
to energy drinks and is
providing information to call
attention to the differences
between energy drinks and
“sports drinks” used for
rehydration, to point out
the risks associated with
such drinks, and to provide
suggested alternatives to
the use of these drinks.
In the coming weeks,
the Sports Medicine and
Science Committee will
publish a series of articles
on usaswimming.org on
the risks of consuming
energy drinks. This week,
nutritionist Jill Castle
covers the basic nutritional
facts behind these drinks.
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Red Bull, Rock Star, Amp,
Monster Energy—enticing labels
for a tired and thirsty swimmer.
Energy drinks are one of the fastest
growing segments of drink sales
in America and their popularity
is growing, especially among
youth. Athletes use energy drinks
to rehydrate after a workout,
boost attention and focus during
school, “wake up,” or as a routine
beverage at meals. Don’t be misled
by something that sounds too
good to be true—while an all-inone drink is tempting, it carries
some serious considerations
for young athletes. According
to the American Academy of
Pediatrics (AAP), children and
teens should avoid energy drinks.

stimulants) and taurine (an amino
acid). Ginseng, if present, enhances
the effects of caffeine. Other
elements may be added to energy
drinks, but their benefits, safety
and side effects are questionable.

Confusion exists about the
difference between a sports drink
and an energy drink, so let’s clear
this up. A sports drink contains
a small amount of carbohydrate,
minerals, electrolytes and
flavorings and is designed to
replace those nutrients lost through
sweating after exercise. Gatorade
is an example of a sports drink.

Growing children and teens
should avoid excess caffeine
consumption. Excess consumption
of caffeine is associated with
agitation, anxiety, poor sleep,
rapid heart rate, increased blood
pressure and altered mental states.

Energy drinks contain
stimulants including caffeine,
guarana and yerba mate (herbal
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An average energy drink
contains 70-200 mg caffeine per
16 ounces. Some energy drinks can
contain up to 500 mg of caffeine,
the equivalent of 14 cans of soda.
For children and teens, caffeine
consumption should be limited to
1.25 mg per pound of body weight
(for a 100-pound swimmer that’s
125 mg caffeine per day). More
than 100 mg of caffeine per day in
adolescents has been associated
with higher blood pressures.

Too much caffeine can mask
fatigue. Gauging fatigue is
important to staying fit, healthy
and in the pool. If jacked up on
caffeine, swimmers may miss
the body’s signal for rest.

Caffeine can alter mood and
behavior, resulting in physical
dependence or addiction. How
do you know if you’re a caffeineaddict? Without caffeine, you
experience withdrawal symptoms
such as headache, tiredness,
depressed mood and nausea.
If that’s not enough to make
you re-think your drink, here’s
some more food for thought.
Energy drinks contain sugar—
up to 30 grams per cup (almost
¼ cup of sugar). Limiting sugar
consumption is a healthy practice,
for any growing child and teen,
whether an athlete or not.
Energy drinks are dehydrating.
Due to the concentration
of caffeine, energy drinks

encourage frequent urination,
and energy drinks with higher
sugar content can compound the
dehydrating effects of caffeine.

Energy Drink
Caffeine intake

Feeling tired, losing focus
and struggling with low energy?
Rethink your nutrition, hydration
and sleep program. No magic
bullet replaces a nutritious
diet of real, wholesome food,
adequate water and other healthy
liquids, or a good night’s sleep.
And that’s no (red) bull.

Some Energy drinks
70-200 mg.*

500 mg.*

avg. energy drink

100 mg.

Jill Castle is a registered
dietitian and child nutrition expert.
She is the owner of Pediatric
Nutrition of Green Hills and creator
of Just The Right Byte, a child and
family nutrition blog. Jill lives with
her husband and four children (one
swimmer!) in Nashville, Tenn. •

More than 100 mg of caffeine
per day in adolescents has
been associated with higher
blood pressures.
*Caffeine per 16 ounces

THE LOWEST ASCA CLINIC HOTEL RATES YOU WILL EVER SEE!
Just $49 per night during the week, and $79 a night on Friday and Saturday!
(plus tax and $5 fee resort fee)
Las Vegas is the least expensive air-fare convention destination in the USA!
And ASCA is offering its lowest Registration Rates in a decade to complete
your trifecta of great value.

Register Early and Save!
Register online at
www.swimmingcoach.org
or call 1.800.356.2722
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American Swimming Coaches Association
Council for Sport Development
5101 NW 21st Ave., Suite 200
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
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WhereÊDoesÊItÊEnd?
StopÊThrowingÊMoneyÊDownÊTheÊDrainÊYearÊAfterÊYear

GetÊTheÊSuperiorÊPoolÊInterior FromÊRenoSys
TMÊÊÊ
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Trying to keep your pool facilities open, watertight and attractive can drain your budget – especially if you’re dealing with a leaky pool. If
you’re planning new construction or renovation - specify RenoSys, The Superior Pool Interior.TM RenoSys will help keep your pools open
and looking great for decades. Unlike fiberglass, paints and epoxy coatings, RenoSys does not depend upon a mechanical bond with
your old pool shell, allowing it to expand and contract with the freeze thaw cycle making even existing cracks and cold joints completely
watertight. RenoSys has a full complement of integrated products and systems designed to renovate and build new commercial pool
facilities. Give us a call today for a free, no obligation quotation and ideas on how to solve your pool problems.

CallÊforÊyourÊfreeÊsample!
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